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carrying some information about Royal women Clothing in
Abstract— The evolution of women clothing in both 19th and
those periods [4].
20th Dynasties of the New Kingdom of ancient Egypt is
Wikipedia (2016) presented a brief history of Queen
investigated. The available archaeological sources is scanned
Nefertari, the Great Royal Wife of Ramses II of the 19th
for useful information about women clothing during this era.
Dynasty, Queen Meritamen, Great Royal Wife of Ramses II
Two women classifications is studied, mainly the Royal and
th
after the death of his first wife Nefertari and Princess
Noble women. The different types of women clothing in the 19
Henuttawy, daughter of Ramses II and Nefertari. The scenes
and 20th Dynasties in Egypt are studied with many available
examples.
about Queens and princess carried good information about
Royal clothing in the 19th Dynasty [5-7]. Wikipedia (2016)
Index Terms— Mechanical engineering in ancient Egypt,
presented a brief history for Queens Tiye and Tyti of the 20th
women clothing, 19th and 20th Dynasties.
Dynasty including a scene for Queen Tiye [8,9]. Hassaan
(2016) investigated the evolution of women clothing during
I. INTRODUCTION
the periods from Predynastic to the 18th Dynasty extracting
The ancient Egyptians succeeded to build very wonderful the women clothing types and characteristics from all
civilization using high technology that could produce mini available resources of the ancient Egyptian history [10,11].
and micro products of sophisticated characteristics that a
specialist does not know how they could produce such
II. WOMEN CLOTHING IN THE 19TH DYNASTY
products thousands of years ago. One of the fascinating
The 19th Dynasty covers a time span from 1292 to 1187 BC
industries of the ancient Egyptians is the clothing industry.
and ruled by eight Pharaohs including one Lady Pharaoh [12].
This is the seventh research paper trying to follow the
The ladies of the 19th Dynasty according to the available data
evolution of clothing in ancient Egypt since the Predynastic to
can be classified into three categories: Royal women, Noble
the New Kingdom periods.
women and Normal women.
Newman (1997) presented illustrations in her Master of
Arts research program from Sennedjem Tomb, from sculpter
Royal women:
Ipy Tomb, from foreman Anherkhau Tomb all from the 19th
The first Pharaoh of the 19th Dynasty is Ramses I who built
Dynasty [1]. Olivier (2008) in her research for the Master of
his Temple at Abydos. The first illustration of royal women is
Arts from the University of South Africa presented colored
for the Great Wife of Ramses I from his Temple at Abydos.
th
scene from the Great Harris Papyrus for Ramses III of the 20
- Fig.1 shows a relief from Ramses I Temple showing the
Dynasty with a Royal woman wearing a Calasiris, statue of
Pharaoh and his wife Sitre as displayed, unfortunately,
th
Enehy, priestess of Hatur during the 19 Dynasty, statue of
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art of NY [13]. The
th
Tuya, mother of Ramses II of the 19 Dynasty, scene of
Queen is wearing a full-modified Tunic.
Nefertari, Great wife of Ramses II, statue showing Ramses II
with his second wife Isetnofret, statue of Queen Merytamun,
the third wife of Ramses II, colored scene of Tawosret,
secondary wife of Pharaoh Setty II of the 19th Dynasty, and a
colored scene showing the wives of Pharaoh Ramses III of the
20th Dynasty [2]. Dunn (2012) investigated the Tomb of
Amenherkhepshef, one of the sons of Pharaoh Ramses III, the
second Pharaoh of the 20th Dynasty in the valley of the
Queens at Thebes. He presented colored scenes from the
Tomb for the prince, his father and some Deities. The Deities
scenes carried some information about women clothing in the
20th Dynasty [3]. Seson (2010) presented some scenes and
Fig.1 Queen Sitre [13].
statues from the New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period
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- The second example of Royal women clothing in the 19th
Dynasty is for Queen Nefertari, the Great Royal wife
of Pharaoh Ramses II, the 3rd Pharaoh of the 19th
Dynasty. It is a colored-wall scene displayed in her
Tomb at the Valley of The Queens at Thebes and
shown in Fig.2 [5]. The Queen is in a worshiping
position and wearing a half-sleeved Tunic with brown
belt on her waist.

Fig.4 Queen Meritamun in her Tomb [15].
- Another wonderful image for Queen Meritamun is
depicted from her cedar coffin displayed in the
Egyptian Museum and shown in Fig.5 [16]. The coffin
simulates the Queen with full-sleeved decorated Tunic.
The decorations take the design of a beehive in its top
part.

Fig.2 Scene of Queen Nefertari [5].
- Another more detailed scene for Queen Nefertiti is
depicted in a papyrus and shown in Fig.3 with Isis [14].
The Queen is wearing a full-tight-white Tunic with
half-sleeved colored Robe down to her feet. A colored
belt holds the Robe at the waist. Isis is probably
wearing a full-colored-tight Calasiris.

Fig.5 Coffin of Queen Meritamun [16].
- The next clothing example is for Tuya, the mother of
Pharaoh Ramses II as depicted from her granite statue
displayed in the Vatican Museum and shown in Fig.6
[17]. She is wearing a full-sleeved Tunic.

Fig.3 Queen Nefertari with Isis [14].
- The 3rd example of Royal women clothing in the 19th
Dynasty is from the Tomb of Queen Meritamun, the
Great Royal Wife of Pharaoh Ramses II after his first
Wife Nefertari. Fig.4 shows a colored scene for her in
her Tomb [15]. She is wearing a full Tunic with
transparent Robe.
Fig.6 Statue of Tuya mother of Ramses II [17].
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- The next Royal clothing model is for Queen Isetnofret,
one of the Great Royal Wives of Pharaoh Ramses II
and mother of Merneptah, the 4th Pharaoh of the 19th
Dynasty [18]. A colored wall relief for the Queen and
Pharaoh Ramses II before Khnum is shown in Fig.7
[19]. She is wearing a full-tight-white Calasiris.

Fig.9 Pharaoh Tawosret wife of Seti II [21].
Fig.7 Queen Isetnofret before Khnum [19].
- One more example from the reign of the Great
Pharaoh Ramses II is for his daughter Princess
Henuttawy, from his Great Royal Wife Nefertari. It is a
scene in the Temple of Abu Simbel shown in Fig.8 [20].
The princess is in a worshipping position and wearing
a modified half-sleeved Tunic and a transparent Robe
over it.

Noble Women:
- The first clothing example for noble women is from the
Tomb of Pashedu in Deir el-Medina during the reign
of the great Pharaoh Ramses II. It is a colored scene
shown in Fig.10 [22]. The three girls in the scene are
wearing identical full-loose-half_sleeved Tunic. It is
possible for this clothing to be a Robe or the top part to
be a Cap above the Tunic.

Fig.10 Colored scene from Pashedu Tomb [22].

Fig.8 Princess Henuttawy in Abu Simbel [20].
- The last example of Royal women clothing in the 19th
Dynasty returns to Queen Tawosret, the Secondary
Wife of Pharaoh Seti II, the 5th Pharaoh of the 19th
Dynasty and the last Pharaoh of the 19th Dynasty. Fig.9
shows a scene in the Temple of Abu Simbel [21].
Pharaoh Tawosret is wearing a full-half_sleeved Tunic
with a belt on her waist.

- The second clothing example for noble ladies belongs to
the wife of Neferrenpet, the scribe of the treasury in the
Amun-Ra domain during Pharaoh Ramses II. One of
the colored scenes in the Tomb of Neferrenpet is
shown in Fig.11 with his wife Mutenwia [23]. His wife
is wearing a full-loose-transparent Calasiris.

Fig.11 Colored scene from Neferrenpet Tomb [23].
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- The third clothing example belongs to the wife of Ipuy, a
Sculpture during the reign of Pharaoh Ramses II. A
colored scene from his Tomb at Deir el-Medina is
shown in Fig.12 [24]. The scene is very neat with very
wonderful set of colors showing Ipuy and his wife
setting and receiving offerings from their guests. Ipuy's
wife is wearing a full-loose Tunic, while her guest lady
is wearing a Robe open from the front side.

Fig.14 Priestess Enehy statue [26].

Fig.12 Sculptor Ipuy and his wife [24].
- One more Noble from the reign of Ramses II is the
Sculptor Nakhtamun. A colored scene from his Tomb
is shown in Fig.13 [25]. It is for his mother with Deity
Maat of the ancient Egyptians. She is wearing a
full-loose- lined-sleeved Robe. Maat is wearing a
Calasiris with belt of tie ends down to her knees.

- The last example of Noble women clothing in the 19th
Dynasty is from the Tomb of Ramses I, the founder of
the 19th Dynasty. It is for Deity Maat shown in Fig.15
[27]. She is wearing a tight-white Corselet down to her
feet.

Fig.15 Deity Maat in Ramses I Tomb [27].

Fig.13 Nakhtamun mother with Maat [25].
- The next example from the 19th Dynasty Ladies Nobles
belongs to Priestess Enehy of Hathor. It is depicted
from her setting statue displayed in the Walters Art
Gallery at Baltimore, USA and shown in Fig.14 [26].
She is wearing a full-half_sleeved Tunic down to her
feet.

Normal Women:
- In all the periods of the ancient Egyptian history, the
woman took a positive action in helping the society to
build a strong economical status. The first example
here is from the Tomb of Sennedjem, an artisan in the
reign of Pharaohs Seti I and Ramses II. Fig.16 shows a
wonderful colored scene from his Tomb at Deir
el-Medina for a farmer and his wife during the plowing
and sowing process [28]. The farmer-wife is sowing
the seeds while wearing a
full-loose-half_sleeved_while Tunic down to her feet.

Fig.16 Plowing and sowing scene [28].
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- The second example of clothing of normal women in the
19th Dynasty is from the Tomb of Ipy, the sculptor in
the reign of Ramses II which is shown in Fig.17 [29].
She is holding a duck in her left hand and wearing a
full-loose-half_sleeved –decorated Tunic.

Fig.19 Queen Tiye wife of Ramses III [32].

Fig.17 Girl from the Tomb of Ipy [29].

- The 3rd Royal-clothing example is again from the reign
of the strong Pharaoh Ramses III of the 20th Dynasty. It
belongs to some of his wives as depicted in the colored
scene shown in Fig.20 [33]. They are wearing tightmodified Tunic with loose Robe above it.

III. WOMEN CLOTHING IN THE 20TH DYNASTY
The 20th Dynasty extended from 1187 to 1064 BC and
ruled by nine Pharaohs [30]. The clothing resources for this
dynasty is limited, but we will try to present some available
example divided into the three categories presented in the 19th
Dynasty.
Royal Women:
- Fig.18 shows a colored scene for the 2nd Pharaoh of the
20th Dynasty, Pharaoh Ramses III before the Triad of
Thebes as displayed in the British Museum in the
longest know papyrus (Great Harris Papyrus) [31].
The Royal woman behind him is one of his wives. She
is wearing a tight-red Calasiris and holding a symbol in
each hand.

Fig.20 Wives of Ramses III [33].
- The 4th Royal-clothing example returns to Queen
Duatentopet, the wife of Pharaoh Ramses IV and
mother of Pharaoh Ramses V as depicted from the
Tomb scene shown in Fig.21 [34]. The Queen is
setting before an offering table and wearing a tight
half-sleeved Tunic with Robe above it.

Fig.18 Ramses III in the Great Harris Papyrus [31].
- The 2nd Royal Clothing example is for Queen Tiye a
secondary wife of Pharaoh Ramses III as depicted in a
Tomb wall scene in the Valley of the Queens and
shown in Fig.19 [32]. The Queen is a worshiping
position presenting offerings by her both hands. The is
wearing a modified Tunic with Robe over it.

Fig.21 Queen Duatentopet wife of Ramses IV [34].
- The last Royal clothing example from the 20th Dynasty
belongs to Queen Tyti, wife of Pharaoh Ramses X, the
9th Pharaoh of the 20th Dynasty as depicted in the
colored scene shown in Fig.22 [4]. The Queen is in a
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worshiping position and wearing a half_sleeved white
Tunic with brown lines decorating it.

Fig.24 Ramses III with Deity Isis [36].

Fig.22 Queen Tyti wife of Ramses X [4].
Noble Women:
- The first example of Noble women clothing in the 20th
Dynasty returns to the wife of Foreman Anherkhau
who worked during the reign of Ramses III and
Ramses IV, Pharaohs of the 20th Dynasty. Fig.23
shows a colored scene from his Tomb at Deir
el-Medina at Luxor [35]. His wife is wearing a
full-white-loose-half_sleeved Tunic.

- The last example is for a Deity in the Temple of Ramses
III at Medinet-Habou of Thebes. It is a colored scene
shown in Fig/25 [37]. She is wearing probably a
modified Calasiris. The zoomed top part shown in
Fig.25 shows a blue ring around the neck. This my be
connected to the rest of the tight dress through thin
cords not clear in the figure or from the sides.

Fig.25 Deity from the Temple of Ramses III [37].

IV. CONCLUSION

Fig.23 Anherkhau and his wife [35].
- The 2nd example of Noble clothing in the 20th Dynasty
belongs to Deity Isis and how the ancient Egyptians
look at her in the 20th Dynasty. Fig.24 shows a colored
scene in the Tomb of Amenherkhepshef in the Valley
of the Queens, one of Pharaoh Ramses III sons
showing Ramses III with Isis [36]. The artist drew Isis
holding the left hand of the Pharaoh while he salutes
her by his right hand, and she salutes him by her left
hand. Isis is wearing a long red Calasiris and a blue
belt with long tie ends.

- The evolution of women clothing in the 19th and 20th
Dynasties of ancient Egypt was investigated.
- The women society was divided into Royal, Noble
and Normal women.
- There was no evidence of Normal women clothing in
the 19th and 20th Dynasties.
- Examples of Royal and Noble women in both
Dynasties were presented.
- Clothing types depicted from Tombs and Temples
scenes and statues from various museums were
analyzed.
- The Royal women of the 19th Dynasty wore: Modified
Tunic, half_sleeved Tunic with belt, full Tunic +
transparent Robe, full-sleeved Tunic, full-tight
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Calasiris, modified half_sleeved Tunic + transparent
Robe and full-half_sleeved Tunic with belt on the
waist.
- The Noble women of the 19th Dynasty wore:
Full-loose-half_sleeved
Tunic,
fullloose
-transparent Calasiris, full-loose Tunic, Robe,
Calasiris with belt, full-half_sleeved Tunic,
tight-while Corselet, full-loose-half_sleeved Tunic
and full-loose-half_sleeved-decorated Tunic.
- The Royal women in the 20th Dynasty wore: Tight-red
Calasiris, modified Tunic + Robe, tight-modified
Tunic + Robe, tight-half_sleeved Tunic + Robe and
half_sleeved white Tunic with brown lines as
decoration.
- The Noble women of the 20th Dynasty wore:
full-loose-half_sleeved Tunic, long-red Calasiris +
blue belt with long tie ends and modified Calasiris.
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